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Next Week 

 
 
 
Next week we are going to be sharing the story of ‘Can’t You Sleep 
Little Bear? The children will all help to create a shiny coat and a 
lantern for the bear character from the story who is finding it difficult to go to sleep. The 
children will be investigating which materials are the most suitable to make the story props 
linked to the text. 
There is a lovely version of the story on CBeebies Bedtime Radio that you can find by following 
the link: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/radio/story-time-cant-sleep-little-bear  
The children will enjoy sharing the story at home with their parents as well as in school with 
their friends and teachers. 
We will also be exploring fun ways of counting through action rhymes and songs. Some of these 
include, 10 Green Bottles, 5 Little Firemen and 5 Cheeky Monkeys.   
 

Next week is also World Nursery Rhyme Week and we will be sharing lots of rhymes and songs with 
the children. We will be singing these together and encouraging the children to do the actions that 
accompany some nursery rhymes. It would be wonderful if you could share some nursery rhymes at 
home and send into school any books or pictures that you may have. Here are some suggested 
nursery rhymes but there are many more and we would love to hear about your favourites and 
rhymes including those from a range of cultures. 
 
  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/radio/story-time-cant-sleep-little-bear
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Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star 
 

Twinkle, twinkle, little star, 
How I wonder what you are! 
Up above the world so high, 
Like a diamond in the sky. 

Twinkle, twinkle, little star, 
How I wonder what you are! 

 
When the blazing sun is gone, 
When he nothing shines upon, 

Then you show your little light, 
Twinkle, twinkle, all the night. 
Twinkle, twinkle, little star, 
How I wonder what you are! 

 

   
 

Fireworks 
(Sung to the tune  

The Wheels on the Bus) 
 

The rockets in the sky go swish 
swish bang 

swish swish bang 
swish swish bang 

The rockets in the sky go swish 
swish bang 

On bonfire night. 
 
The Catherine wheels spin round 

and round  
round and round 
round and round  

The Catherine wheels spin round 
and round  

On bonfire night. 
 

The jumping jacks go jump bang 
jump 

jump bang jump 
jump bang jump  

The jumping jacks go jump bang 
jump 

On bonfire night. 
 
 
 


